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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) typically use in-network processing to reduce the communication overhead.
Due to the fusion of data items sourced at different nodes into a single one during in-network processing, the
sanctity of the aggregated data needs to be ensured. Especially, the data integrity of the aggregated result is
critical as any malicious update to it can jeopardize not one, but many sensor readings. In this paper, we analyse
three different approaches to providing integrity support for SDA in WSNs. The first one is traditional MAC, in
which each leaf node and intermediate node share a key with parent (symmetric key). The second is aggregate
MAC (AMAC), in which a base station shares a unique key with all the other sensor nodes. The third is homomorphic MAC (Homo MAC) that is purely symmetric key-based approach. These approaches exhibit diverse
trade-off in resource consumption and security assumptions. Adding together to that, we also propose a probabilistic and improved variant of homomorphic MAC that improves the security strength for secure data aggregation in WSNs. We carry out simulations in TinyOS environment to experimentally evaluate the impact of each
of these on the resource consumption in WSNs.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have gained significant attention in recent years. Sensor networks are used
in a variety of applications such as environmental monitoring, military applications, surveillance, healthcare,
home automation, control system in industry [1] etc.
WSNs are composed of a collection of resource restricted
tiny sensor nodes with limited battery power, storage,
communication and computational capabilities [1]. As a
general architecture, sensor nodes sense the specified
physical parameter and route the data value sensed to a
base station for further analysis. Often the sensed information contains correlated and redundant data. Hence, it
is inefficient for all nodes of network to transmit sensed
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data to the base station. By the fact that sensor nodes
have limited computation power that consumes less energy than radio operations, there is scope for in-network
data processing. In in-network processing of data, each
sensor node senses the required measurements and sends
the data value to another node up in the hierarchy called
the aggregator node [2]. The aggregator node collects
measurements from different sensor nodes using which it
generates a single representational aggregated value by
applying an aggregate function. Subsequently, instead of
sending all the messages towards the base station, the
aggregator transmits only one aggregated result towards
the base station [3].
However, with such a paradigm, any malicious update
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to the aggregated value can render numerous other sensor
readings from various nodes also invalid. Even otherwise,
the WSNs being deployed in hostile environments, various kinds of attacks are possible including attacks from
outsider adversaries and compromised and previously
legitimate nodes [4]. Thus, protocols for WSNs should
be designed to prevent malicious inside nodes from damaging the whole network’s functionality or at least constrain their impacts on a reasonable level.
Amongst various security attributes in WSNs, we focus this discussion on data integrity. The approaches to
providing data integrity can be either cryptography-based
or non-cryptography-based. Our focus here is only on
cryptographic approaches. As per our literature survey,
we categorize the techniques for supporting data integrity
in Secure Data Aggregation into three classes viz. Signature based, Hash function based and Message Authentication Code (MAC) based [5]. The digital signature
based approach yields non-repudiation property, however,
entails higher overhead as compared to other approaches.
To counter the overhead due to the digital signature, our
focus here is on the message authentication code based
integrity support for secure data aggregation in WSNs.
In this paper, we analyze three cryptographic based
approaches to supporting integrity. Our first approach is
based on traditional MAC based integrity. In this approach, each leaf node shares its secret key with its parent node. Each leaf node generates MAC of the message
with key shared with its parent and sends it to its immediate parent. After receiving message and MAC from the
child, the parent checks for the sanctity of the MAC.
Our second approach is based on aggregate message
authentication code (AMAC) [6]. The scheme with aggregate MAC allows the base station to share a distinct
key with every other node in the WSNs. In this scheme,
each node generates a tag of MAC and transmits it to its
immediate parent node. The parent node receives tag
from all the child nodes, computes aggregate tag on that
and transmits it to the Base Station (BS). Finally, the
base station verifies the integrity of all the nodes of the
network.
Our third approach is based on homomorphic MAC
(Homo MAC). Homo MAC [7] is a purely symmetric
approach, and is the most computation- and communication-efficient, but requires all data collecting nodes to
share one global key with the base station. The security
of Homo MAC scheme is based on a pseudo random generator. Thus, one of the obvious limitation of the basic
Homo MAC is that if the cryptosystem encounters the
same random number (as was used in a previous run), to
generate two different tags, the adversary can know the
key and generate a false tag. To improve intrinsic strength of Homo MAC, we also propose a solution that
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uses the set membership data structure viz. bloom filter
to avoid repetition of a random number used in generation of tag of Homo MAC. The only argument against
the usage of the proposed variant could be that if at all
we have a strong random number generator that ensures
nonrepetition, is it necessary to employ this variant?
However, in that case, Homo MAC remains dependent
on the implementation to be secure—the algorithm lacks
intrinsic security strength. Hence, our proposal is justified in enhancing the intrinsic security strength of the
homo MAC without assuming any guarantees from the
underlying implementation. Our results clearly show that
our variant of Homo MAC is suitable for any application
demanding integrity support including secure data aggregation in resource constrained environment of WSNs.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
describe related work. In Section 3, we discuss Security
Prerequisite and Network Environment. In Section 4, we
present our proposed MAC based integrity support for
SDA. In Section 5, we discuss AMAC based integrity
support for SDA. Homo MAC based integrity support
and our variant of Homo MAC are there in Section 6.
Section 7 contains implementation details and simulation
results. In Section 8, we present concluding remarks followed by references.

2. Related Work
Hu L. & D. Evans [8] proposed protocol named secure
aggregation for wireless networks. It was based on the
concept of delayed verification. At each round r, each
leaf node of the tree sends its measurement reading and a
message authentication code using the round key using
μTesla. Round key is derived with the secret key shared
with the base station. Data is aggregated as it propagates
towards the base station. After receiving all final aggregation results, the base station starts the verification
process. It reveals nodes’ keys to the entire network. This
revelation of keys enables each node to verify data integrity and authenticity of the data. Authors in [9] extended
the scheme of [8] by all two nodes in the two-hop communication range sharing pair-wise keys and then the
scheme eliminates the usage of μTESLA, the fact that
both schemes are only capable of preventing a single
inside malicious node at an appreciable communication
cost makes them impractical.
Yang, Y. et al. [10] came up with protocol named
SDAP. Probability based grouping is done for tree nodes
and in this group leader for node is selected. Default
leader will be the base station. Leaf node sends data to
the parent with the MAC. The intermediate node saves
data received from the child and generates new aggregate
value and signature. A signature is generated to represent
the commitment hash tree. The group leader node sends
JIS
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final aggregate to the base station. It uses commitment
hash that is similar to merkle hash tree for integrity check.
Merkle tree is binary tree but schema used in this paper
allows any number of child nodes. Verification uses
Grubbs’ test to select a branch for integrity check.
Rodhe, I. et al. [11] came up with protocol named
n-LDA. Aggregation tree is divided into layers. The layer
closest to the base station is layer 1. Nodes near to layer
1 are layer 2 and so on. Each layer i have key Ki shared
by all node in that layer. Key Ki is also known to (i − n)th
layer. The base station knows all Ki where I <= n. Nodes
have also shared a key with the next hop on route towards the base station. Encryption is done by adding the
layer key and the hop-by-hop key. Each node also sends
a list L of size n − 1 that shows number of nodes contributed in aggregation from n − 1 layer and next to it. Decryption is done by subtracting hop-by-hop key and subtracting all keys from nth layer next to the node. Hence, it
is layered encryption. n-layer of encryption protects the
data in intermediate transmission after n-hop is traversed.
After initial n-layers are travelled by the data, one layer
of encryption is removed and one new layer of encryption is added.
Przydatek, Song, and Perrig [12] proposed secure information aggregation (SIA) to identify forged aggregation values from malicious nodes. In the SIA scheme, a
special node named aggregator computes an aggregation
result over raw data together with a commitment to the
data based on a Merkle-hash tree and sends them back to
a remote user, which later challenges the aggregator to
verify the aggregation.
Bagaa M. et al. in [13] introduced a new protocol
named SEDAN. This protocol overcomes the scalability
issue of [8]. The limitation is defeated by introducing
new types of key that is shared between one-hop and
two-hop neighbours. This eliminates the need of broadcasting of round keys for all nodes. This protocol removes delayed verification and integrity of data can be
checked immediately with pre-shared keys. Thus, all
aggregation results arriving at the base station are correct
and can be committed immediately. This eliminates explicit verification phase that notably reduces the data
transmission.
In this paper, we investigate approaches (MAC based,
aggregate MAC based and homormophic MAC based)
for preserving integrity for secure data aggregation in
WSNs. In addition to that, we also propose our own
variant of homomorphic MAC for preserving integrity
for secure data aggregation in WSNs.

3. Security Prerequisite and Network
Environment
For our research, we selected wireless sensor network
that consists of N number of sensor nodes that are sensiOPEN ACCESS
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tive of energy consumption, having less memory and less
computational resources [1]. Base station is concerned
about results generated from the network. Consequently,
we assume data aggregation mechanism is there in wireless sensor network.
There are basically three types of nodes in sensor network.
a) Leaf node that collects data from surrounding environment, generates messages, and transfers those messages to the higher-level node.
b) Aggregator node that collects the messages generated by the leaf node, then applies aggregation function
on messages. Aggregator nodes may add their own data
to the aggregation function.
c) Base station that receives the final aggregate value
of the whole network, also verifies the integrity of the
received messages. Aggregator node can also verify the
integrity of message if application demands hop-by-hop
verification of the messages.
The data are aggregated through the wireless sensor
networks and base station retrieves aggregated results.
To produce average of the data, base station will retrieve
the sum of all messages of the network and the total
number of nodes involve in aggregation. For the sake of
ease, we assume that our WSNs are organized in a tree
topology rooted at the base station. However, our proposed schemes fit into any kind of architecture including
cluster. The basic objective of our proposals is to provide
the message integrity for secure data aggregation in a
cryptographic way; hence, a tag generated from any authentication function shall append to a message. However, we can easily incorporate privacy and confidentiality
to our proposed approach of integrity using any benchmarked algorithms of [14] to make secure data aggregation versatile. In this paper, we are not focusing on the
issues of key management and aggregation tree construction.

4. Message Authentication Code Based
Integrity Support for Secure Data
Aggregation
In this section, we discuss MAC based hop-by-hop integrity support for secure data aggregation in WSNs. In
hop-by-hop integrity, if malicious adversary has inserted
any false data in the networks that will be detected immediately at next hop. Therefore, that malicious data do
not travel towards the base station. In contrast to that, in
end-to-end integrity, false data will be detected only at
the end i.e. at the base station, wasting energy and lifetime of sensor networks. Thus, our proposed approach of
hop-by-hop integrity in secure data aggregation can save
bandwidth of the sensor networks and increase the lifetime as well as security of sensor nodes.
JIS
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In our approach of hop-by-hop MAC based integrity,
each leaf node shares secret key with parent and each
leaf node generates MAC using SHA-1 on the outgoing
message with the help of the shared key. Similarly, after
receiving the message and computed MAC from child,
aggregator node or Base station will again compute
MAC with the key shared with child and verify the integrity of the message. For example, in our approach, node
3 generates MAC on data of node 3 so M3 (MAC 3) is
generated that is received by node 1. Similarly node 4
generate MAC on data of node 4 so M4 (MAC 4) is generated that is also received by node 1. Now node 1 have
M3 (MAC 3) and M4 (MAC 4), so node 1 verify M3 and
M4. If it is verified, then only node 1 will accept message
from node 3 and 4 and apply aggregation function on it
and generate m1. Otherwise, node 1 will not accept the
messages from node 3 and node 4 and simply discard the
messages. If node 1 has accepted messages from node 3
and node 4 and generated aggregated message, node 1
apply MAC on aggregated message and generate M1
(MAC 1). Same way node 0 (Base station) accept messages from node 1 and node 2 only if M1 (MAC 1) and
M2 (MAC 2) is verified.
In our proposed approach of secure data aggregation
algorithm 1 is to be implemented on the leaf node. In this,
each sensor node computes Mi on the outgoing message
mi.
M i = MAC ( mi )

Parent of sensor node receives Mi and mi and parent
compute Mi on received mi. If received Mi is same as
computed Mi, parents accept the message and apply aggregation on message. After aggregation, parents compute MAC on aggregated message and send it further.
(Figure 1).
Algorithm 1: Leaf Node
// Each leaf node will computes following
MAC Generation: Each sensor computes
Mi= MAC(mi)
Append this Mi to message and
send it to parent node
Algorithm 2: Aggregator Node and Base
Station
// Aggregator Node and Base station will
computes following
Verification of MAC:
Aggregator or Base station received Mi and
mi
Compute Mi= MAC(mi)
Verify Computed Mi = received Mi
Base station can get m = ∑ mi
Algorithm 2 is to be implemented on the aggregator
node and base station. Aggregator node or Base station
will receive aggregated message and MAC of sensor
OPEN ACCESS
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nodes. Aggregator node or Base station again compute
MAC of the received message and verify that weather
received MAC is same as computed MAC or not. Thus,
our approach ensures hop-by-hop integrity through
MAC.

5. Aggregate Message Authentication Code
(AMAC) Based Integrity Support for
Secure Data Aggregation
Aggregate MAC (AMAC) [6] takes multiple MAC tags
generated by different leaf nodes, aggregate those different MAC tags and generate single tag. This generated
single tag can be verified either by aggregator nodes or
by the base station. Aggregate MAC is provably secure
[6] and can be constructed from any standard message
authentication code like CBC-MAC [15], HMAC [16],
block cipher mode of operations [17] or any hash functions. Let ki be the symmetric key shared by node i and
the base station. MAC be a standard deterministic MAC.
To authenticate a message mi, node i generates a tag: ti =
MACki (mi). Any aggregator can aggregate j tags by simply computing the XOR of all the tag values:
t = ⊕ij=1 ti .
Then the base station uses the aggregate tag t to verify
the authenticity of all raw messages by checking whether
t = ⊕ij=1 MACki ( mi ) .
An aggregate message authentication code is a tuple of
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms (MAC, Agg,
Vrfy) such that [6]:
1) Authentication algorithm MAC: upon input a key
k Є {0,1}n and a message m Є {0,1}n, algorithm MAC
outputs a tag tag. We denote this procedure by tag =
MACk(m).
2) Aggregation algorithm Agg: upon input two sets
of message/identifier pairs

{( m , id ) ,, ( m , id )} ,
= {( m , id ) , , ( m , id )}

M1 =

1
1

M2

2
2

1
1

2
2

1
l1

2
l2

1
l1

2
l2

and associated tags

Figure 1. MAC based hop-by-hop integrity support.
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tag1, tag2 algorithm Agg outputs a new tag. This algorithm is unkeyed.
3) Verification algorithm Vrfy: upon receiving a set
of key/identifier pairs {(k1,id1), ⋅⋅⋅, (kt; idt)}, a set of
message/identifier pairs M 1 =

{( m , id ) ,, ( m , id )} ,
1
1

1
1

1
l1

1
l1

and a tag tag, algorithm Vrfy outputs a single bit, with “1”
denoting acceptance and “0” denoting rejection. We denote this procedure by Vrfy(k1,id1), ⋅⋅⋅, (kn;idt)(M,tag).
In this integrity preserving approach of secure data
aggregation, algorithm 1 is to be implemented on the leaf
node. In this, each sensor node computes tagi on the outgoing message mi.

tag i = MACki ( mi )
Parent of sensor node receives tagi from ith leaf node
and tagj from jth leaf node. Aggregator node then compute
tag on received Mi and Mj as tag = tagi ⊕ tagj and transmit this tag to the base station.
Algorithm 1: Leaf Node
// Each leaf node will computes following
tag Generation: Each sensor computes
tagi= MACki(mi)
Append this tagi to message and
send it to parent node
Algorithm 2: Aggregator Node
// Aggregator Node will computes following
Aggregate tag generation:
Aggregator Node receives tagi and tagj
from ith and jth leaf node
Compute tag = tagi⊕tagj
Transmit tag to Base Station
Algorithm 2 is to be implemented on the aggregator
node. Aggregator node will receive tag generated by each
leaf nodes. Aggregator node then applies ⊕ operation on
all the received tag, generates combined tag and sends
this combined tag to the base station.
Algorithm 3: Base Station
// Base Station will computes following
Verification of tag:
Base station received tag generated by
Aggregator Node
Verify the tag with key shared with leaf
node
If tag is verified, accept the message
Base station can get m = ∑ mi
Else, discard the message
End If
Algorithm 3 is to be implemented on the base station
and base station will finally verify the tag received by the
aggregator node and checks the integrity of the messages
received with key shared with the leaf nodes.
OPEN ACCESS
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6. Homomorphic Message Authentication
Code (Homo MAC) Based Integrity
Support for Secure Data Aggregation
6.1. Homomorphic MAC
Homomorphism in cryptographic operations is very useful in a variety of applications including secure data aggregation. The current research in homomorphism includes homomorphic encryption [18], homomorphic
MAC, homomorphic hashing and homomorphic signature. Homomorphic encryption [18] is encryption transformation in that algebraic operations directly applied on
encrypted data without applying decryption function on it.
The outstanding result of homomorphic encryption is
fully homomorphic encryption [19] that allows arbitrary
operations on cipher text. In this paper, our focus is on
the integrity-preserving alternative that is suitable for
secure data aggregation in WSNs.
A homomorphic MAC should satisfy the following
properties [20]:
1) Homomorphism. Given two (message, tag) pairs
(m1, t1) and (m2, t2), anyone can create a valid tag ta for
an aggregated message ma= w1m1 + w2m2 for any scales
w1, w2 as weights. Typically, ta= w1t1 + w2t2.
2) Security against Chosen Message Attack. Even under a chosen message attack, in which an adversary is
allowed to query tags of polynomial number of messages,
it is still infeasible for the adversary to create a valid tag
for a message other than a linear combination of some
previously queried messages.
A homomorphic MAC consists of three probabilistic,
polynomial-time algorithms (Sign, Aggregate, Verify)
[20].
1) tu= Sign(k, rid,mu, idu): node u with ID idu, as a
contributor of a raw message mu regarding report rid,
computes a tag tu for mu using k as the key.
2) Agg = Aggregate((m1, t1, w1), ⋅⋅⋅, (mj, tj, wj)): an
aggregator implements the homomorphic property for
message-tag pairs in the absence of key k, that is, genej
rates a tag t for the aggregated message m = ∑ i =1 wi mi .
3) Verify(k, rid, m, t): a verifier verifies the integrity
of message m regarding report rid by key k and tag t.
In this scheme, all the leaf node and base station share
one shared key that is consist of (k1, k2) for end-to-end
integrity. We assume the security of the nodes who share
key. K1 and K2 denote the key spaces of k1 and k2. Fqd
denotes the message space where Fq is the finite field. I
denotes the space of node identities and R denote the
space of report identifiers. R1 and R2 are two pseudo
random functions.
Algorithm 1: Leaf Node
// Each leaf node l will computes
following
Sign(k, rid, ml, idl):
JIS
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Each leaf node l computes
=
T1 R1 ( k1 ) ∈ Fqd

=
T2 R2 ( k2 , rid , idl ) ∈ Fq
=
T T1 о ml + T2 ∈ Fq

Where о stands for the inner product of two Vectors T1
and ml over finite field Fq that is, T1 о ml is equal to
T1ml,1+ T2ml,2 + ⋅⋅⋅ + Tdml,d mod q
Send this (Tl, ml, wl) to parent node
Algorithm 2: Aggregator Node
// Aggregator Node will computes following
Aggregate tag generation:
Aggregator Node receives (Tl, ml, wl)
m = ∑ l =1 wl ml
j

T = ∑ l =1 wl Tl
j

Transmit (m, T) to Base Station
Algorithm 3: Base Station
// Base Station will computes following
Verification of tag:
Base station received (m, T) generated by
Aggregator Node
=
T1 R1 ( k1 ) ∈ Fqd

T2 =
∑ i =l  wl ⋅ R2 ( k2 , rid , idl ) ∈ Fq
If T1о m+ T2 = T
Then integrity verified
Else
Discard the message
End If
In this integrity preserving approach of secure data
aggregation, algorithm 1 is to be implemented on the leaf
node. In this, each leaf node l computes Tl on the outgoing message ml. And send this (Tl, ml, wl) to aggregator
node. Algorithm 2 is to be implemented on the aggregator node. Aggregator node will receive (Tl, ml, wl) from
leaf node and generates aggregated tag T and aggregated
message m and transmit this (T, m) to the base station.
Algorithm 3 is to be implemented on the base station and
base station will finally verify the integrity of the messages received with key shared with the leaf nodes.
The security of the homomorphic MAC described in
[20] is based on the security of pseudo randomness of R1
and R2. There is probability that, in next run of algorithm,
R1 generates same number hence same T1 can be generated and malicious user can have this T1 and generate
false T and send that false T to the aggregator node. That
may waste the energy of WSNs and decrease the lifetime
of WSNs. In [20], authors have proposed the used public
key-based pseudo random generator AES [21] to implement R1 and R2. But as we know that public key cryptography is quite expensive and gives much resource overhead, the use of AES is not suitable for secure data agj
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gregation in resource constrained environment of WSNs.
Hence, to overcome that, we propose novel solution
based on probabilistic bloom filter for pseudo randomness of R1 and R2. Though our approach is simple, it provides intrinsic security to the scheme of homomorphic
MAC and thus makes it suitable for secure data aggregation in resource-constrained environment of WSNs. Our
scheme of probabilistic bloom filter based homomorphic
MAC is discussed in next section.

6.2. Proposed Variant of Homo MAC
As already discussed in Section 6.1, if in the next run of
algorithm pseudo random generator R1 generates same
number and hence same T1 can be generated and malicious user can have this T1 and generate false T and send
this false T to aggregator node. We observed that the
space-efficient probabilistic set membership test data
structure viz. bloom filter could be employed for the
purpose here [22].
Our proposed approach uses a bloom filter [22] based
Homo MAC that uses set membership test methods and
light-weight hash functions [23] to generate unique k1
and k2 that can be used to generate unique tag T on different messages. Hence, our approach is using different
secrets every time to generate different tag T without
consuming many resources. The only argument against
the usage of the proposed variant could be if at all we
have a strong random number generator that ensures
non-repetition, is it necessary to employ this variant.
However, in that case, Homo MAC remains dependent
on the implementation to be secure—the algorithm lacks
intrinsic security strength. Hence, our proposal is justified that it enhances the intrinsic security strength of the
Homo MAC algorithm without assuming any guarantees
from the underlying implementation to make it suitable
for resource constrained environment of WSNs.
Following subsection shows the description of bloom
filter.
6.2.1. Bloom Filter
A Bloom filter [22], is a space-efficient probabilistic data
structure that is used to test whether an element is a
member of a set or not. This compressed representation
is the payoff for allowing a small rate of false positives in
membership queries; that is, queries might incorrectly
know an element as member of the set.
Consider a set A = {a1 , a2 , , an } of n elements.
Bloom filters describe membership information of A using a bit vector V of length m. For this, k hash functions,
h1 , h2 , , hk with hi : X → {1, , m} , are used as described below:
The following procedure builds an m bits bloom filter,
corresponding to a set A and using h1 , h2 , , hk hash
functions [22]:
JIS
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Algorithm 2: Aggregator Node
Procedure
BloomFilter(set
A,
// Aggregator Node will computes folhash_functions, integer m)
lowing
returns filter
Aggregate tag generation:
filter = allocate m bits initialized to
Aggregator Node receives (Tl, ml, wl)
0
j
for each ai in A:
m = ∑ l =1 wl ml
for each hash function hj:
j
T = ∑ l =1 wl Tl
filter[hj(ai)] = 1
end for each
Transmit (m, T) to Base Station
end for each
Algorithm 3: Base Station
return filter
// Base Station will computes following
Therefore, if ai is member of a set A, in the resulting
Create Bloom Filter
bloom filter all bits obtained corresponding to the hashed
Call MembershipTest for k1 and k2
values of ai are set to 1. Testing for membership of an
If returns yes go to step 1
element is equivalent to testing that all corresponding
Else go to next step
bits of bloom filter are set [22]:
Verification of tag:
Procedure MembershipTest (elm, filter,
Base station received (m, T) generated by
hash_functions)
Aggregator Node
returns yes/no
=
T1 R1 ( k1 ) ∈ Fqd
for each hash function hj:
j
T2 =
if filter[hj(elm)] != 1 return No
∑ i =l  wl ⋅ R2 ( k2 , rid , idl ) ∈ Fq
end for each
If T1 о m+ T2 = T
return Yes
Then integrity verified
As new elements are added to the set, filters can be
Else
built incrementally. After that, the corresponding posiDiscard the message
tions are computed through the small hash functions [23]
End If
and bits are set in the filter. Moreover, the filter expressOur proposed variant of Homo MAC provides same
ing the reunion of two sets is simply computed as the
security as in [20] without assuming security of any exbit-wise OR applied over the two corresponding bloom
ternal algorithm like AES and hence suitable for integrity
filters.
preservation for secure data aggregation in WSNs.
6.2.2. A Variant
In this scheme, all the leaf node and base station share
one shared key that is consist of (k1, k2) for end-to-end
integrity. We assume the security of the nodes that share
key. K1 and K2 denote the key spaces of k1 and k2. Fqd
denotes the message space where Fq is the finite field. I
denotes the space of node identities and R denote the
space of report identifiers. R1 and R2 are two pseudo
random functions.
Algorithm 1: Leaf Node
// Each leaf node l will computes
following
Sign(k, rid, ml, idl):
Each leaf node l computes
=
T1 R1 ( k1 ) ∈ Fqd
=
T2 R2 ( k2 , rid , idl ) ∈ Fq
=
T T1 о ml + T2 ∈ Fq
Where о stands for the inner product of
two
Vectors T1 and ml over finite field Fq that
is, T1о ml is equal to T1ml,1+ T2ml,2 + ⋅⋅⋅ +
Tdml,d mod q
Send this (Tl, ml, wl) to parent node
OPEN ACCESS

7. Implementation Details and Simulation
Results
We implement the proposed framework in TinyOS 2.x
[24] using nesC [25] as programming language for MicaZ and TelosB motes. For measuring energy consumption of motes in Joules, we used Avrora [26]. We used
SHA-1 [27] for MAC generation. In this section, we
present simulation results for our implementation.

7.1. Implementation Details
Our implementation is divided in following modules.
MAC: This module contains MAC based hop-by-hop
integrity preservation for secure data aggregation using
tree topology in WSNs.
AMAC: This module contains aggregate MAC based
end-to-end integrity preservation for secure data aggregation using tree topology in WSNs.
Homo MAC: This module contains homomorphic
MAC based end-to-end integrity preservation for secure
data aggregation using tree topology in WSNs.
A Variant of Homo MAC: This module contains
bloom filter based variant of homomorphic MAC for
JIS
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end-to-end integrity preservation for secure data aggregation using tree topology in WSNs.
Figure 2 shows flow graph for our MAC based integrity preservation of secure data aggregation on TinyOS
platform and Figure 3 shows flow graph for our proposed variant of Homo MAC based integrity preservation
of secure data aggregation in WSNs.

7.2. Results
The memory requirement for our approach is given in
Table 1. MicaZ mote requires more code memory compared to TelosB because MicaZ has 8-bit AVR micro
controller and TelosB has 16-bit MSP-430 micro controller.
Table 2 shows the energy consumption of integrity
preserving approaches for secure data aggregation for
MicaZ motes in TinyOS.
Figure 4 shows the RAM requirements for various in-

ET AL.

tegrity preserving approaches. We show results for MicaZ and TelosB motes. Our variant of Homo MAC requires almost 22% more RAM compared to the original
Homo MAC approach of integrity. However, at the same
time our approach provides the intrinsic security strength
compared to basic Homo MAC.
Figure 5 shows the ROM requirements for various integrity preserving approaches. We show results for MicaZ and TelosB motes. Our variant of Homo MAC requires only 6% more ROM compared to the original
Homo MAC approach of integrity. However, at the same
time our approach provides the intrinsic security strength
compared to basic Homo MAC.
Figure 6 shows the energy consumption for various
integrity preserving approaches using MicaZ motes. Our
variant of Homo MAC requires almost same energy
consumption as of basic Homo MAC approach of integrity. However, at the same time our approach provides the
intrinsic security strength to basic Homo MAC.

Figure 2. Flow graph of our MAC based integrity-preserving scheme.

Figure 3. Flow graph of our proposed variant of Homo MAC based integrity-preserving scheme.

Figure 4. RAM requirements for integrity preserving approaches.

OPEN ACCESS
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Figure 5. ROM requirements for integrity preserving approaches.

Figure 6. Energy consumption for integrity preserving approaches for MicaZ.
Table 1. Memory requirements for our approaches.
Integrity
Preserving
Approaches

Platform

ROM (Bytes) RAM (Bytes)

Integrity Preserving Approaches

Energy in μJoule

MAC based

64058.96

AMAC based

63960.59

Homo MAC based

63947.90

Variant of Homo MAC

63950.59

MicaZ

15238

424

TelosB

13186

465

MicaZ

15808

440

TelosB

13624

479

MicaZ

14024

406

8. Conclusion

TelosB

12070

444

MicaZ

14930

504

TelosB

12986

544

In this paper, we investigate three different techniques
for integrity preservation in secure data aggregation in
wireless sensor networks. We also propose new variant
of Homo MAC that improves the intrinsic security

MAC based

AMAC based

Homo MAC based

Variant of Homo MAC

OPEN ACCESS

Table 2. Energy consumption for our approaches for MicaZ.
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strength of basic Homo MAC. Our experimental results
show that our variant of Homo MAC requires more energy and storage but that is at the cost of increased intrinsic strength of algorithm.
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